WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD--Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

PLUSH PALS
FUZZOODLES
IDEA BOOK

TWIST IT! BEND IT! BUILD IT!
OVER AND OVER AGAIN!

BRING YOUR CREATIONS TO LIFE!

VISIT WWW.FUZZOODLES.COM
FOR MORE GREAT IDEAS AND FUN THINGS TO DO!
GET TO KNOW YOUR FUZZOODLES™

What makes a Fuzzoodle? All you need is a bendable Fuzzoodle, some features, and a spark of personality to bring your Fuzzoodle to life! You can twist it, bend it, ball it, build it, add parts, pose, and play. Get to know the names of these parts and pieces before you start creating. You'll be Fuzzoodling in no time.

WHAT'S IN THE BOX?

Fuzzoodles™

- Long
- Short

Fuzzoodle™ Parts

- Eyes
- Nose
- Base
- Accessory

DO NOT CUT FUZZOODLES™

Just choose a Fuzzoodle, pick a part, and watch your creations come to life.
BASIC BOB
Let's jump right in and start creating! Here are the three simple steps for making your first Fuzzoodle. Once you master these basic steps, you can customize your creation using the ideas at the bottom of this page or the tips and techniques on the next page.

1. INSERT Fuzzoodle™ into a base
   Bend a long Fuzzoodle in half.
   INSERT each end into a hole in the top of the base.
   Hint: Try combining two short Fuzzoodles to make one long one. There's no wrong way to Fuzzoodle!

2. Add eyes and TWIST
   First, insert eye hook in between the bent Fuzzoodle.
   Then, PINCH the Fuzzoodle tightly against the hook. Now hold the eyes with one hand, grip the Fuzzoodle below the eyes with the other hand, and TWIST once. (Check out the TWIST technique on the next page if you need help.)

3. TWIST again & add a bow
   TWIST the Fuzzoodle again below the eyes. Your Fuzzoodle should now be face-forward.
   Slide or snap on a bow below the eyes. Your Fuzzoodle should now be ready to play! (Check out the DOUBLE UP technique on the next page if you need help.)

   Hint: The eyes will now be facing the opposite direction of the base. Don't worry, we'll fix it in step 3!

   Hint: Grip the hook! Hold onto the hook of the Fuzzoodle feature with one hand while you TWIST the Fuzzoodle with the other hand.

Fuzz Words: ADDItude
WRAP on Fuzzoodle arms to give your creation some attitude!

Fuzz Words: The Flip Side
Try flipping the eyes upside down to change your Fuzzoodle's mood!
Hint: You may need to loosen the TWIST to allow the parts to flip easily.
Here are some basic techniques for shaping and connecting your Fuzzoodle parts and pieces.

**FUZZOODEL 2 FUZZOODEL**

**TWIRL**
Place two Fuzzoodles side by side and twist in opposite directions. Great for connecting your Fuzzoodles or building stems, snakes, ropes and more.

**COIL**
Wind a Fuzzoodle around your finger, a pencil, a marker, or another Fuzzoodle for a perfect COIL. You can use this technique to make a fluffy body around a Fuzzoodle spine. If you like, you can slide the COIL off.

**LINK**
Bend the tip of a Fuzzoodle to make a hook shape. Repeat this step with a second Fuzzoodle and LINK the hooks together.

**LOOP**
LOOP a Fuzzoodle around another Fuzzoodle as shown. Make sure to LOOP it snugly to the other Fuzzoodle. Ideal for adding arms or legs to your creation.

**PLANTING YOUR FEET**

**INSERT**
INSERT the ends of a Fuzzoodle into the holes in the top of a base. Then THREAD that Fuzzoodle back up through the other hole.

**THREAD**
INSERT a Fuzzoodle into one of the holes in the top of a base. Then THREAD that Fuzzoodle back up through the other hole.

Fuzz For Thought:
What would your Fuzzoodle look like if it had two sets of eyes?
HOW TO HOOK

WRAP
Slide a hooked feature onto a Fuzzoodle, leaving a few inches on one side. Then WRAP that side around the hook snugly.

PINCH
Insert a hooked feature through a bent Fuzzoodle. Then just PINCH the sides of the Fuzzoodle together to hold the hook in place.

LATCH
Insert a hooked feature between two Fuzzoodles, or through one bent Fuzzoodle. Then slide another Fuzzoodle through the hook. Then LOOP the ends around to make arms or COIL the ends above and below to make a thick body or head.

TWIST
Insert a hooked feature and PINCH tightly as shown in the PINCH technique. Now hold the hook with one hand, grip the Fuzzoodle below the feature with the other hand, and TWIST once.

ADDING ACCESSORIES

DOUBLE UP
Accessories can slide onto a Fuzzoodle a number of ways, but for a firm fit try snapping them on over two Fuzzoodles at once.

Fuzz For Thought:
If your Fuzzoodle had a name, what would it be? If your Fuzzoodle could talk, what would it sound like?
**PROJECT 2: MEDIUM**

**WRAP to add eyes**
Choose one long Fuzzoodle and use the WRAP technique to attach the eyes, leaving a few extra inches of the Fuzzoodle at the top for the ears.

**Hint:** You can choose any eyes or features you want!

**Bend the spine**
Next, bend the Fuzzoodle into the body and ear shapes shown. Don’t worry if it doesn’t match the picture exactly, it’s your unique creation! Maybe your Fuzzoodle has a longer tail and a shorter neck; it’s up to you!

**What you need:**
- x1
- x4

**LOOP to add legs**
Now, choose two short Fuzzoodles and use the LOOP technique to add the legs. Squeeze them snugly around the spine. Then, bend the ends to make feet.

**COIL the body**
Choose two short Fuzzoodles (or one long one) and use the COIL technique to form the body around the spine. What a cute fuzzy friend!

**Hint:** You can try adding ears, wings, a longer tail, or even a leash using more Fuzzoodles.

**Fuzz Words: Swap Meet**
You can swap out eyes and other parts for a totally different look.

**Fuzz Words: Transform**
Try transforming your four-legged friend into a two-legged pal with fuzzy arms! Just bend until upright and add a base.
Here's an idea that combines a few more techniques plus some flexible Fuzzoodling! How many variations can you make using different parts and colors?

1. **Insert and Link**
   - Choose two long Fuzzoodles and insert each one into a hole on top of the base. Then link to itself and create a loop for ears.

2. **Latch and Coil**
   - Use the latch technique with a short Fuzzoodle to add eyes. Then coil one half of the latching Fuzzoodle around the two vertical Fuzzoodles above the eyes.

3. **Latch and Coil**
   - Use the other half of the Fuzzoodle from step 2 to latch the nose. Then coil the rest of it below the nose.

4. **Loop to add arms and a tail**
   - Choose a short Fuzzoodle and add arms using the loop technique. Then make a tail by looping another short Fuzzoodle and leaving one end loose.

**Hint:** Fuzzoodles can grip items like pencils, rulers & other Fuzzoodles!

**Fuzz Words:**
**Strike a Pose**
- Flex, bend, and pose your creation to bring it to life! A new pose can give your character a whole new personality!
Caution: Fuzzoodles™ can be used over and over again to create different characters, however, if they are bent or twisted aggressively and repeatedly in the same location, they can break. If your Fuzzoodle™ breaks, ask an adult to repair it for you. Using pliers, fold over the broken ends of the Fuzzoodle™ and squeeze tightly to tuck the internal wires into the plush material. Repaired Fuzzoodles™ should be carefully inspected by an adult to make sure that the wire ends are not exposed.

Broken Fuzzoodles™ which are not repaired properly should be thrown away because the broken ends will be very sharp.

Sizes, colors and contents may vary. Product duplication for illustration purposes only. Some pieces sold separately. Patent pending.

Questions or comments? Write to us at PO Box 3675, Ann Arbor, MI 48106
Go to www.Fuzzoodles.com

Made in China.